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Ahslract: Construction robots opcr:uc in ::n cnvironr.nt very diflivent train that of manufacturing

robots. This cnvironnunt is less structured. more coin.-flex and more dynamic than is the norm in

ntanutacuiring. In addition. conslrucliun r•kots are inherently awhile, as they are enr:u;ed in building

or mainlaining an immobile structure ,.hich is cortp:nrd to their dinicmiuns. Another

complicating factor is the uniqueness of actions that must be taken by a amstrictiun robot: the

number of special conditions that may gist in building,s is large. All of these differences provide
arguments for two related capabilities that are required of construction robots: the ability to reason
obmur and to murlc•l their environment. In tttis paper we present current work at Carnegie-Mellon
University which addresses the problems of geometric rcasonong and domain modelling in the specific
context of knowledge basedexperl spsirms.
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1. Introduction

C.omtruclion robots operate in an environment very din'eient firm th;rt oh ntanuliictoring robots. 'lltis

environment is less snocluicd. more complex, more dyn,rmicI t1r.in is (lIe alullhl in nh;uutfacuoing. In addition,

construction robots are inherently mobile, as they are ciiga,;cd in huilding or In.mntainim; ;in immobile structure

which is Loge compared to their dimensions, its distinct lino common factory opcntions where the smaller

woikpiece flay be brought to the robot. Amriher Complicating factor is the uniqueness of actions (hat most be

taken by a coast union robot: the number of special conditions that un iti rust it huildings is Large. All of these

differences provide argunients for two related Capabilities that should he dcs.elopcd for cumtruction robots, these
being the ability to rnnc,u about and to model their environment,

The cnvironmcnt o f construction robots is a physical one: it consists of physical objects related to each other

in a wide variety of ways for a wide variety of purposes. Reasoning about this environment almost always involves

using information about the geometry of the cnvironmcnt. l xisting. kaau lvdg,, lsrtrtl cvperf syeslrms. which can
reason :after a fashion, do not provide adequate means to include geometric information in their reasoning

processes.

The use of geometric information in it knowledge based context is presumed to find future use in both
construction robotics and in architectural design. It then poses several requirements lire the representation and
manipulation of geometry:

Abstractions of Geometry
'I he complete geometry of an object often contains too much information to use effectively in a
reasoning process. Suitable abstractions which capture the key information and suppress all
else are required.

Inheritance of Geometric Properties
One of the principle ideas behind knowledge representation is that of inheritance. l'he full
implications of inheritance in a geometric domain remain to be discovered, but certain
important geometric properties are clearly recognized as inheritable.

Geometric Production Rules
Another principle idea in knowledge based systems is that of productions, or nrles. Current
production systems operate at too low a level of abstraction to be convenient for design or
construction applications. A geomrny based production system would provide the needed
ability to express productions pertinent to the physical world of design and construction.

Geometric Constraints
An operation made on one part of a geometry model may change other parts of the model in
unanticipated ways. Mechanisms for the automatic enforcement of constraints on geometry are
required.

Automatic Generation of Geometry
Geometric information is independent of the domain in which it is applied . Thus a single
representation can be used across many applications. Provably exhaustive automatic
generation facilities for geometry are complex and time-comsunling to build. A core of
generation programs which could aid in a wide variety of applications is required.

A model of an environment can provide.powerful assistance in performing tasks within that environment.
Such a domain model organizes information about a robot's world so that the robot may intelligently and quickly

11)ynamic has two mcaninpc in the construction cuvirrohmeut . llte environment is both physically dl namic in the sent that the physical

tonslitueuts o1 a site change and conceptually dynamic (or evoh ing) in that the information known about a project changes in both kind and

amount.
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access needed intiirncriiiui while ignorin a, I. rvIcu a in ti,r:n;uion. I )onciin nuxlellin e, also provides a means to test

operations and to optima/e hose operation . !n ronIpuler n,criaorv. prior to coniiniltin ; IIicm to physical action by

it robot. An eflective domain modelling sy :na for cunstr;,;.tion robotics has several key raluircments:

Itepresent;uionnl Abilities

A domain model Inust c ntain a ^Ie•w: iplion of the facility in terms of its geometry, its non-

geometric charactcristics .:n.c! in lenm of the operations that can he performed upon various
pates of the facility.

?flciency A domain model most he able it) deal with very large amounts of in fort nation with great
efficiency.

Model Validity A domain model must hive :um ability to update its contents as the world it is modelling
changes.

Consistency A domain model must m;intain its o,.+ i internal consistency.

Data Abstraction A domain model must ide abstctc: •, icws of the information it contains.

In this paper we discuss current work at C'amnegie-\icllon University that is aimed at understanding these
issues and at creating systems to provide ef; ctive software for construction robotic applications . In particular we
discuss the following issues:

• Geometric information in knowledge based systems

o The architecture of geometric modelling in knowledge based systems.

o Abstractions of geometry as the basis for geometric reasoning.

• Domain modelling for construction robotics

o Network based representations for domain modelling.

o Object-oriented programming languages for domain modelling.

2. Geometry Modelling

2.1. Architecture of Systems

71he abstraction of geometric information from the total information describing the world is a natural human
process in the fields of design and constntction. To develop powerful knowledge based systems geometric
information must be available as a basic data type for representation and reasoning. I lowever, current expert

system building tools are inadequate. At best, these systems provide certain data structuring facilities adequate to

create geometric representations; at worst they provide only representations of atomic symbols. The developers

of expert systems currently must dicniselhcs resolve the issues of the geometry to be represented and the

representation to be structured. Thus system developers are forced to do much of their work at a level of

abstraction well below that of the problem they are trying to solve; they are put in the position of having to create

basic tools before they can proceed.

The lack of good geometric modelling and reasoning facilities in knowledge based systems has been strongly

felt in numerous and broad ranging expert System dcvelepmcnt cfti;rts. Fah}man, in BUILD (Fahlman 741• by his

own attestation, spent about 80% of his time deselopimg a modelling scheme for polyhedral objects. Raker [13aker

851 also spent an inordinate amount of his cii it dealing exclusively with geometric inlia'mation. It scenes obvious

that powerful facilities for the representation and manipulation of geometry are required for knowledge based

systems for use in design and construction. Less obvious is the "what" and "how" of these geometric

computation facilities. There are several aspects to this problem:
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•'Ihe architecture of the representation.

•'t he interface between geometry and knowledge based systems.

• The information represented.

In this section we discuss a particular approach to these problems, beginning with these uh,ervations:

• Many geometric operations are extremely well dchned. The volume and mass properties of objects

have precise mathematical definitions as do many relationships between objects, such as adjacency

and separability. There exist efficient (and often optimal) algorithms for [lie computation of many of

these properties.

• Many geometric operations and questions are used very widely in the course of solving a problem.

For example, two objects may be combined many times, or a kinematic mechanism may he moved

through a large number of motions in the search for it problem solution.

These observations provide arguments for the efficient implementation of new underlying programs to
perform the geometric modelling function. One persistent difficulty with expert systems is their speed,
particularly when they perform search. This speed problem is likely to persist because the types of problems for
which expert systems are being written are difficult and are perhaps intractable. If expert systems are to use
geometry operations as one of their fundamental data types, then those operations should he implemented as
efficiently as is possible. Today, efficient operations are implemented as algorithms. Tbus the basic computational
facilities for geometric modelling should be implemented in algorithmic languages.

The way in which geometric modelling tools are presented to system builders will greatly affect their

usefulness. Knowledge based systems have utilized concepts which are now familiar to developers of applications.

Key amongst these concepts are those of search, inheritance and production rules. If geometric modelling tools

were presented to system developers using this same set of concepts then the process of using geometric

information would become much simpler. 'there exist ideas, some developed to be paradigms, some very nascent,

for the expression of geometric information in each of these conceptual areas. In scorch, the idea of programs

which can exhaustively generate configurations of equivalence classes of geometry has been used in the

development of several programs and for several studies of form [Flemming 85] [Galle 811. Some preliminary

work has been done in the area of in/reriaouce in the representation of classes of objects defined by assemblies of

generalized cylinders, [Brooks Sl]. Finally the shape grammar paradigm demonstrates an approach to the

development of production s),steutswitich operate on geometric information [S tiny S0].

2.2. Abstractionsof Geometry

For geometric information, itself an abstraction of the .world, the definitive representation is of regions of
space in three dimensional Euclidean space . If such a representation is unambiguous and has a means of validity
testing, then it constitutes a complete representation of geometry, from which all geometric information may be
extracted . Such a complete representation must satisfy two criteria if it is to be useful in this field.

• It must allow for flexibility of definition.

• It trust be an efficient and convenient medium upon which to perform computations.

2.2.1. Flexibility of Definition
Many modelling processes in the design and constriction of buildings develop descriptions incrementally as

they proceed. Top down design is a cogent example, in which an object is specified at first incompletely and later
at increasing levels of detail. 'these levels of detail involve information of different kinds as well as in widely
different amounts. For example, in the early stages of building design, all that may be known are adjacencies and
rough sizes. Later in the process of design, sizes and boundaries may he more precise and the dimensions of
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objects sov r Is walls, furnishings and mechanical systems may he known. ',n,llogou< siuiatinns occur in assembly,

planning . cost estilliating and task pl,uining. A nuulciling sr"lem v:bicl; ..in F.6011iilly represent inform ; Lion at

various shines in the design and consfrmctiun prtxc,. must he ahfe to lure .,slid I I lo,!ih 01'11 IC world I'Cgtl I'd less Of

the intinnsuion (or lack of it) that is nail.thle.

In consirast, current systems fin nnldulling geometry demand precise k owlcdge of a form before a model can

be created. For example, in solid nuulclling system,,. one collar generally uw the c.c,ict dimensions of an object

prior to its input to the system. I luwcscr, there do exist /in-iixilisnt.v for 11 Jelling ,ituations in which only partial

information about an artifact is knovrn . 'I hcsc fornl,ilisans arc ab.+trarn. + of geometric information. The task

then becomes one of discovering it set of gcontctric formalisms and linki them together in an appropriate way

so that they provide it uselhl medium for (lie representation or a developi:,_ artifact or world view. Links between

levels in such a modelling system can be viewed as algorithms or may: ;.ulations of the model which operate

within and between representations. 'I hcsc algoritllins can he thought as being in the classes of generation,

menlificaNun. queries and classtfcalion.

Multiple levels of abstraction are required if geometric knrnvledge is he developed incrementally, in a top
down manner as knowledge about an environment grows. A higher he of ah,m'action, available geometric
information may be limited to relational information betwccr, objects of !..known shape and sirs. As the amount
and kind of known information expands, it becomes less aL.,tract and ^oires dulcrent types of more specific
abstractions.

2.2.2. E fficiency of computation
When it computation is performed upon a model, (lie speed with that computation executes is often

dependent upon the organisational structure of the model. An example c+ :nes from boundary modelling of solid
objects. A complete boundary model of it solid object need only cont,n:m information which relates faces, edges
and vertices in it methenlatically coherent way. I lowever, most be undary modellers include additional
information designed to slake certain. frequently performed computations more efficient. An example is the list
of edges maintained by boundary modellers which makes interactive display of it model much faster. 'Ile
additional structure imposed by this added information is an absirac eon from the total of the information
available. Many of these abstractions, useful fior particular computations and in general in% isible to the user of a
modelling system, are required to make a modeller perform in an efficient manner.

An example of this type of abstraction is one which supports queries on the spatial location of objects. One

possible organization of geometric objects is it list of all such objects with location of the object stored with the
2

object in the list. In this scheme a query which determine,-, if two objects .,% Map will require O(n )comparisons

(cacti of which may be complex) as each object most be campa red ag_:inst every other object in the system.

Organizing the location information of objects such each object is stored. such that it rnl directly access objects

close to it can change this 0(n ) cost to all 0(n) cost or even to an O(1) cost at the expense of performing checks

at model creation time. This type of spatial localization can greatly increase the time order efficiency of many

queries. Many authors have reported on research aimed at creating just such spatial localization schemes.

3. Domain Modelling

A domain model must be able to represent a given domain at two levels:

1. The microscopic level represents t e modeling of basic objects in the domain.

2. The macroscopic level imposes an organization or hierarchy on the information describing the domain.

Objects and object-oriented modeling satisfy the first level of representation. All the information about an entity
(both descriptive and functional) is integrated into the object represcnti;: the given physical entity. I lowever, a
structuring mechanism fur organizing all the objects in the domain is still needed to render tractable the
considerable details describing the modeled dunlctin (i.e., to limit the amount of data a robot need view at any
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linic.). A ncnrnrk-basrcl ciiuhikc}yc rrcl rrpre.'s' ih Nuns provides this ntccIm iIisnt.

3.1. Netoorks

A neftrnrk based rcplesenNition for domain modelling may be supicIt tied ;around the following ideas:

•The entire liicility is modeled as ;t sinele model entity. 'I Ile model cnlitics can then he recursively

subditided into other entities ori,,ani/Ld into a network where nodes reprcr,ent entities (individual

physical objects or parts ol'lhe domain) ;md hianches stand lur connections between entities.

•'I he fundamental component of the model is an object which describes an entity and specifics how it
can be manipulated. Dour types of objects are used in the model:

1. A primitive object has no subdivision. It stands for a basic physical entity which should not be
subdivided. t'rintitive objects are defined by the modeling system and include objects such as pipes
and pipe hangers.

2. A domain object is recursively built from other objects and is represented as it network.
3. A connection object is it branch in the network. It stands for functional links or valid paths between

objects.

4. A virtual-space object represents unoccupied space. Networks of virtual-space objects provide a

mechanism for explicitly specifying possible paths.

The description ofa domain object may contain:

o a network representing the composition of the object into subobjects,

o a network of virtual-space objects,

o a set of operators (functional information) used to manipulate the object, and

o geometric and non-geometric descriptions (descriptive information) of the object.

The recursive subdivision of the domain model provides data abstraction and data hiding. This scheme limits

the amount of information available at it given subdivision level abate allowing for the access of additional detail

by descending the hierarchy of networks. The recursive subdivision also provides aJncus-of-attention mechanism.
1 ccus-of--attention at it specific area can be achieved by considering only the lowest level spatial component
containing that area.

3.2. Object-Oriented Modeling

Object-oriented modeling use object-oriented programming techniques to implement models. In the object-

oriented model of computation, the universe is exclusively populated by entities which, although not identical,

have the same basic nature. Objects are the exclusive inhabitants of this universe and exhibit the saute basic

behavior. These objects are distinct entities that communicate with each other by sending messages. Examples of

OOPI.s are S\t,'t m:IAI.K-SO [Goldberg S31, Loot's [liobrow 83], and C0MutoNI.oor's [Bobrow 85]. Concepts

underlying object-oriented programming- languages that are relevant to object-oriented models are described

below.

An object is a complete, independent, and scll=conttuned computational entity. It has its own private memory
organised as it set of variables and defines a set of operations known as ntclhocls. As such, an object integrates data
and procedures: data is stored in the object's private memory while its methods specify legal operations on the
data. An object also presents itself to the outside world as it closed entity whose internals can not be accessed or
manipulated by other objects. Furthermore, an object is an active entity that can compute: it invokes its methods
to perform computations (e.g., to respond to ntessag es or to draw it line on the screen). From it modeling point of
view, the notion of an object as it computational entity is very rich. An object rut he thought of as a physical
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entity, an active process. or even a compuk ' by itself. As such, physical entities in it domain to he modeled can be

readily mapped onto ohjccis. Objects also pIoside it n:nuriIf iccI I imisnt fir nuegr,it it ig dc•.criptisc.iiid functional

ittlitrutation: descriptive iliforntation, both geonretnc and non-geomict is . C.111 be stored in an object's variables;

functional infiirntation, which specifics h()\ an entity functions and what it can he used for, can be represented by

an object's methods. Finally. an object can have knowledge of itself' he ,utsc of the scll'-descrip live nature of

objects. Thus, the model is self-contained.

Since objects can nut moodily each other's internal structure, processing (change in Ilse state of time universe) in

the ubjcct-orienlcd universe occurs only as it result of Coinnninication het'., cn objccts. llissagcs being the only

form of communication represent the interactions bctwccn these objccts. 'I bus, an object sends it message to

another object requesting it to Like some action. 'Ile message sent, describes this request without specifying how

it should he serviced. The receiver of the message can either service the request by taking some action or it can

simply ignore the mcssagc. The messages an object responds to constitute the object's interhtce with the rest of

the world. An object responds to a message by insuking one of its methods. Ilecause of this Icscl of indirection

between messages and methods, objects are easy to modify and expand: ncvs methods can be casil^ added and old

ones modified without allccting other objects. Furtitcnnore, since ohjeets define their own methods, objects

modeling a set of similar physical entities can he made to respond to the same mcssageS while simulhmeously

tailoring the response to these messages to account for the particularities of cash physical entity.

Fach object is an instance of one class. As such. a class is a template describing the implementation of its

instances. The class describes the structure oft-he pri,,ate memory of its instances by pros iding a list of names for

the instance variables, and specifics the messages the instances will respond to by defining a set of methods.

Finally, classes are organized into an inheritance hierarchy. Inheritance defines the way in which properties of a

class (variable names and methods) can be passed to other classes known as its subclasses. As such, inheritance

provides a mechanism for specializing- classes (e.g., class Integer specialises class Number, Numberspecializes class

Object). A specialized class uses the methods of a general class through inheritance, redefinition of some

methods, and addition of new methods. Classes are themselves objects and respond to messages. '111us, a class

can describe the capabilities of its instances. 'Ibis feature provides assistance in reasoning about objects in the

model. Clauses and iniieiitaoce make it easy to add new objects to a model. Adding all object is Luttantount to

defining a new class which may, through inheritance, be it specialization of an already existing class.

4. Summary

We are proceeding with research ill both of the areas discussed in this paper, geometric representation and
reasoning and domain modelling. In the area of geometry our primary concerns are those of representation of and
reasoning with geometric information at multiple levels of abstraction in an evolving domain. In the area of
domain modelling we are concerned w ith network models for providing focus of attention mechanisms for robots
and with the use of object oriented programming languages as a representation mechanism for domain objects.
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